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It’s All Good

By Hugh Edward (Eddie) Suggs
The street’s nearly empty on this slow moving morning.
Cats could take their time crossing.
A squirrel sits in the grass by the sidewalk
nibbling on a half eaten peach.
Little buggers, steal all of ’em every year before they can ripen.
Be raiding the bird feeder later.
So what, fill it again you muse
sipping at your cup of coffee.
Lawn looks great.
‘Cause the kids that used to tear it up are all grown and gone.
Just the squirrels and birds now
and this old bulldog asleep in the sun.
You watch the mailman making his way up the block.
Did they always work on Saturday?
All the work you’d done drifts through your mind.
Hours bent over cropping tobacco or fields of yellow Crooknecks.
Then, standing in front of classrooms filled with children
blends with the rest of a life’s ingredients.
It’s all good.
But you didn’t used to think so.
Takes awhile to work stuff out.
You shift your weight around in the wheelchair.
Some stuff just takes longer.
Can’t see the wheels of the loaded log trailer running over you anymore,
not unless you really try.
So quit trying to remember a moment that can’t be changed.
Plenty of other stuff took pieces of you for souvenirs anyhow.
Just pet that old dog
and sip your coffee.
Sun sure feels good this morning.
It’s all good.
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Hugh Edward (Eddie) Suggs

Hugh Edward (Eddie) Suggs is a former teacher who, in 2011 experienced a
tragic accident that changed his life. A log truck jumped the curb where he was
doing yard work and while he survived, he endured bilateral above the knee
amputations. He has since battled his way back through twenty odd surgeries,
months in intensive care and now years of therapy that has him walking again
with the aide of a walker. He was writing and performing poetry for decades
before the accident, but his purpose for writing, voice and material have
changed dramatically though after an out of body experience. He hopes his
work reflecting on his life experiences can offer encouragement to others faced
with trauma. Mr. Suggs shares that he offers his poetry as a way to show
readers “that people can move on successfully and offer the world something of
value after shame, poverty and severe loss. Every word is important.” His
poetry reveals a sense of resilience, courage and strength evolved through years
of rising to meet challenges throughout his life, from a childhood of severe
poverty working in tobacco and squash fields to enduring the years of
rehabilitation after losing both of his legs. He uses words to craft meaning from
suffering and offer hope through the healing power of poetry.

“Its All Good” is part of a volume of poetry entitled Back On This Side/A Second
Chance At Enlightenment (publication, Fall 2016). His first novel Stepping on Cracks
is a psychological thriller that deals with the subject of how abuse is creating
monsters that walk amongst us. It will be available July 2016. His other book
due out this fall, The Inheritance, is told through a collection of vignettes, and is
a powerful story about how a Florida farm boy escaped the grip of generations
of poverty to become an educator and motivational writer after his death.
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